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From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jocelyn Lang 
March 1, 2021 1:40 PM
John Borrowman; Robert Seeley; Jeffrey Hilstad; Esme Comfort; Karen Marra; Joanna 
McCallum; Vi Sandford; Council; bowvalleyengage@gmail.com; Shared.MunicipalClerk 
Bylaws 2021-05 and 2021-06: Opposition to TSMV ASPs

Dear Municipal Clerk, 

I am writing to express my concern about Three Sisters Mountain Villageâ€™s latest development proposals (I tried to 
do this through 'mycanmore', but after an hour of trying to negotiate the site - I've given up)!!.  

I am a 30 year resident of Canmore, having moved from Banff for a quieter lifestyle. To the council - I voted for most of 
you, thinking you valued the same things I did - lifestyle and the beauty and value in where we live, not cash benefits. 
Let us keep our development proposals more limited and see how they benefit our town. 

I object to the fullscale development of TSMV. We have seen their failure to keep promises in the past as far as wildlife 
corridors and commercial development.  

Canmore is already overflowing with parking, traffic, van living and staffing issues etc. And even at current population 
levels - our supermakets are crowded. What major supermarket chain is going to build in such a sprawled out district as 
the TSMV proposal - have we really seen any comercial development on TSMV lands. Even now current TSMV comercial 
development is being proposed to be converted to the more profitable residential units. And green space (golf course) is 
being added to the residential inventory. Also, I see nothing to equal Quarry Lk proposed for recreation and we saw how 
our present population overwhelmed it this year (won't mention Grassi Lakes as not TOC but you get the drift), lack of 
green spaces (in Larch we lost our only local green space due to council trying to find accomodation for workers at the 
cost of losing the green space quality that we value. Also I do not want to see a Calgary to Cohrane type urban sprawl in 
Canmore and that is what is being proposed by TSMV. 

Wildlife Corridors - A big detractor to this proposal as the one obvious to TSMV is that wildlife corridors just keep getting 
reduced. Where we started with a 600m width below the 25% slopes, (that is not an option), we are seeing 300m 
proposals. We need them to keep a viable wildlife proposal and they need to be wide enough and on reasonable terrain 
and not used as dog walking areas - where are the dog parks? Does this mean Wind Valley will becomes the local dog 
park? Keep Wind Valley and all it's environs and access development free, otherwise it can not be a wildlife area. This 
also applies to the Rundlestone Quarry - it was to be returned to a nature habitat at the end of it's life. Just where did it 
beome new housing, just because of a change of ownership? 

Steep Creeks: We have borne the results of Cougar Creek Flood in 2013 - where we should have seen an obvious flood 
delta, so why do we not learn from this - Smith Creek flooding does not need to be added to my Property Taxes, nor 
does it need to be swapped into a wildlife corridor for more development real estate (as I saw one suggestion). 

Undermining - you have got to be crazy to agree to this - my understanding is that TSMV is only liable for any collapses 
for 2 years, then it becomes TOC responsibilty - we do not want this 'no brainer'. TSMV should bear all responsibility! 
Many of us witnessed the Dyrgas sinkhole and the time and cost involved in dealing with it. Can we just learn and say 
we don't build on flood plains ( a bit of a misnomer considering I live in the valley bottom where Minnewanka Dam is 
always a consideration). But let us not add to our mistakes. 

Affordable Housing - A bit impratical, considering distances involved into Canmore, This would probably be a very 
sprawled out bus route with probably not a lot of ridership. Canmore & Banff busing has become more convenient and I 
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hope it will be more used - I haven't used it since Mar 18th, 2020 (my unemployed date). There, went my affordable 
housing and I own my house, but there are associated costs.... 

So please reject this latent cash grab for real estate profits by TSMV and keep our comunity values. 

Sincerely, Jocelyn Lang 

-- Jocelyn Lang  
joslang@telus.net 


